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A Note from your Editor
TUESDAY SOCIALS
3rd November - Dr Campbell tells us about
‘Save The Children’
1st December - Christmas Social: mulled
wine, followed by Kay Wathan helping us
to make Christmas Cake decorations.
***********************************
13th October - A stroll round the Temple
Garden with John Watson, who will give a
general overview of the history associated
with some of the trees growing there.
Starting at 2.15pm at Langley Park Tea
Room. This is a walk designed to promote
the Friends of Langley Park and the benefits so if you know anyone interested in
becoming a member please let them know.
This is a bookable event so please . phone
the Country Parks department on 01753
511060 .

Welcome to your new style newsletter. This is only the second time that I have refreshed the format, but I felt that it was due a change and I hope that you like it.
The Langley Park Dog Show back in July was as good as it has ever been, with a record
number of dogs being shown and a large selection of breeds as well as the mixed
breeds………..all being beautiful of course.
As the photographer, it is wonderful to see so many gorgeous dogs, but it is not easy to
get round to them all, or to photograph all the dogs in both rings at the same time.
What I do enjoy is taking the more candid shots, so I was constantly looking round to
find those off the cuff ones; the look on a dog’s face, or cuddles with their owners, for
which I get their permission to use and email them copies of the photos taken.
Please accept my apologies for the lateness of the newsletter this quarter, due to the
changes, more articles and my own work commitments.
Maureen Stevens, Newsletter Editor

PUMPKIN CARVING COMETITION
Friday 31st October 6pm - 7pm. £2 per
pumpkin.
This is open to anyone and there are two
categories, 1 for traditional and 1 for the
more artistic.
This event is being run in conjunction with
the Country Parks own Halloween Treasure
Trail, which costs £5 per child but it is a
bookable event (ring 01753 511060), but
our own event is not.

A beautiful greyhound by the name of Penny watching the Langley Park Dog Show from the
comfort of her owner’s shoe.

COUNTRY PARKS EVENTS
Creepy Crafts
Saturday 31st October at Black Park (see
the events leaflet for full details)
On Sunday 29th November, Saturday 5th
December and Sunday 6th December at
Black Park there will be :Reindeer Trail, Christmas Carriage Rides &
Santa’s Grotto

We would like to extend a warm welcome to Sue Debling, Margaret Lineham and
Pam Large to the Friends of Langley Park and to say thank you for your support.
We hope you will take full advantage of your membership.

The Friends of Langley Park now have their own dedicated Notice Board, which is at the right hand side of the kiosk, under the canopy.
Pleas bear with us whilst we produce some literature and posters for displaying, most of which will be to try and encourage new members, but please remember to look there whenever you visit the park.
We will still of course email you or post out any information on outings, events and anything else we feel our members should know
about.

The process of selecting the many photos received for the 2016 calendar has
now been done. A number of the committee members got together and
browsed the photos spread out across the table in the Lakeside Room next to
Black Park offices, and this year it was a very difficult choice. We had 138
photos to choose from and we apologise for those we have not selected.
But now your Calendar has now been printed and will be on sale at Langley
Park Tea Room, Black Park Café and Black Park offices from Saturday 11th
October (please note Black Park Office is not open at weekends).
This year we have changed the format to a Slimline style with space for you
to write against each day should you wish to and we have also included photographs of Black Park, since both Parks were once one and the same Park
and this we hope will boost calendar sales.
We hope that you will like the new style.

Rhododendron Leafhopper (Graphocephala fennahi)
You may have spotted this tiny bug scattering in their numbers as you walk past the rhododendrons.
Well this is what it looks like close up. Don’t be fooled by it’s pretty colouring. This sap-sucking insect facilitates the spread of a disease known as budblast, a fungal disease which turns the flowering
bud mouldy overwinter and prevents flowering. If a rhododendron isn’t flowering and you see some
black buds it could be either frost damage or budblast. I the problem is frost, the buds will be black
and a little unsightly, but if you see small black hairy growths on the bud then this is budblast.
There are no easy non-chemical measures for the leafhopper, the only way to really deal with them is
insecticides, but insecticides can be detrimental to the beneficial insects. To control budblast it is
best to pick off as many infected buds as possible, clear out dead branches, and prune back other
trees and shrubs to allow free air movement in and around the plant. The picked off buds should be
disposed of to reduce the amount of fungal spores being released in the vicinity of the plants. This
may only be feasible on smaller plants.
Maureen Stevens

I am always on the lookout for articles relating to the Park, or Black Park, to include in our newsletter, so if you have
any stories you would like to share with our members then please send them in.

Best in Show was Shimmy an Italian greyhound from Bucklebury
Reserve Best in Show was Jodie a Rough Collie from Aylesbury
Reserve Puppy was Agnes a Pug from Berkhamsted
Best Novelty was Lazer a Lurcher from High Wycombe
Reserve Best Novelty was Buster Crossbred terrier from Pinner.

Jodie

Buster

Lazer

Ziva a Malinois Belgian Shepherd

Agnes
We had 114 entries
coming from 34 towns.

Shimmy

The day started early; myself and Leonie Short were in charge of logistics, which involved setting up
the show rings and the gazebos, overseeing the car parking and organising the stall holders. It was
all go and we didn’t get a minute to breathe, and Margaret Ashmore did her best her best to keep us
on our toes! Margaret was in charge of the show itself, which meant organising the team that were
taking the entry fees for the classes, arranging the goody bags and prizes and overseeing everything.
The weather was perfect for a dog show, a lovely sunny day but not too hot. We of course had lots
of water bowls dotted about the site, and it was a full time job to keep them all full!
We did have some really memorable moments from the day. Whilst setting up the show in the
morning, we just got together for a moment to discuss what was next when we heard a lady
shouting at her dog. We all looked over to see a big golden retriever running straight over to a big
pile of horse poo. Before we knew it, the dog threw itself straight on top of the poo and began to roll
round. All the stall holders and events crew just stood and watched, letting out a collective OOOH!
Come lunchtime the show was in full swing, with lots of people milling about the stalls and a huge variety of dogs being
registered to take part in each of the classes. This year saw
the largest number of dogs taking part in the show, including
my two dogs Bo and Bertie. These two guys are Langley Dog
Show veterans and knew the routine! Bo did well in handsomest dog, but narrowly missed out on a ribbon, while
Bertie pulled out all the stops in waggiest tail and managed
to bag fourth place. With goody bags in ‘paw’ the Buckley
dogs headed home at the end of the show and it was time
for us to start packing up after another successful event.

Bo takes a rest

The day wouldn’t have been such an achievement without the help of the volunteers, so many
thanks to you all, and the dog show wouldn’t have happened without all the work Margaret put in
over the year, so a special thank you to Margaret too!
Craig Buckley, Country Park Ranger

The first ever social lunch for Friends of Langley Park took place on
Tuesday 7th July at the earlier time of 1pm. The idea was for
members to bring along a guest in the form of a friend, relative or
neighbour to see how they liked the group and hopefully, if they
did, to join us.

We had a short talk from Festus Olubayo, whom I’d met at Black
Park after one of our walks. Festus is an ‘Asset Mapping Officer’
for ‘Active Bucks’ (Bucks County Council) and was most interested
in meeting our members and discovering what activities they did
(i.e Simply Walk), why they did them and what other activities
they’d like to see on offer and indulge in. He had questionnaires
for those of us willing to fill them in.

There was a heavy shower while Rhys, Ann, Glenys and myself The afternoon was thoroughly enjoyed by all but ended sooner
were getting set up, which delayed proceedings for a while, so than I had anticipated. Perhaps next time we should have a quiz to
things were a ‘little confusing’ to begin with as members began to follow, or a game or two? Over to all of you.
arrive with food! However, all was soon sorted and we were able
to get under way just a little later than the 1pm start we had envisaged.
There was an exceptionally good turnout (35 in all) and a superb
variety of savoury dishes, cakes and deserts. Our members did us
proud. There was plenty of food and not surprisingly, very little
left at the end of the afternoon! Tea, coffee, soft drinks were on
offer and some very welcome wine (who brought that along?).

CRAFT AFTERNOON
August 3rd was another clear day for our social, which had to be held inside as it was quite breezy
and we didn’t want papers blowing all over the park.
Again, the afternoon was well attended, 24 of us altogether. We began the afternoon with our
usual cups of tea and coffee, accompanied by scrumptious cake supplied by June, who also kindly
made gluten free coconut macaroons so Kate and Merle did not feel left out!
I wasn’t quite sure what to expect as Sue (who was leading the session with her friend and helper,
Mitch) had told us we would be using shaving foam. The mind boggles! I have no intention of
going into detail about WHAT we did with it! Suffice to say if you want to know, you should have
been there!
I have made cards before but today I believe I produced the best one I have ever made. I was so
pleased with it and had a thoroughly good, therapeutic afternoon. Everyone present had a result
and there were many lovely cards (all different) on view at the end of the session. Look at the
photographs.
The best part of the afternoon though was just HOW MUCH everyone had enjoyed it. There was
lots of chat and laughter. I’m certain it will go on our ‘to be repeated’ agenda.
For those of you who are interested Sue also runs sessions at Pinewood Nurseries (opposite Wexham Park Hospital) on Fridays from 10.30am – 2pm. It’s a drop in sessions and costs £1 per card.
If you’ve really got the bug, try ‘Southlands’ at West Drayton on Monday afternoons from 1-3pm
at £7 per session. You need to book your place on this one: 07950 531075
I am really impressed with some of Sue’s equipment. The punches and guillotines worked soooo
well. On 26th September, also at Southlands, there is a sale of craft goods from 10.30am –
2.30pm. I shall definitely be going along! See you there!

sight. Often considered as pests they were introduced here in the
late 17th century as an addition to King James II’s waterfowl collection in St. James’ Park. They eat grasses, sedges, grain and skunk
cabbage (grown in Black Park). Like swans, they mate for life and
the oldest known one lived to be over 30 years old. They foul lawns
and because of their noise, droppings and aggressive territorial behaviour are looked on as a big nuisance.
Brought to England in the 12th century by the Normans, rabbits
were kept for fur and meat. Escapees slowly established themselves in the wild and in the 1950s myxamatosis was introduced to
curb their numbers and the rabbit almost became extinct but is
once again common to our countryside. They are a serious pest to
farmers, eating and damaging crops.
It’s the ‘signal’ crayfish brought to the UK by fish farmers in the
1970s we need to be concerned about. They carry disease and
wreck riverbanks by digging honeycombs of unstable tunnels. At
6” (or 15cm) long they are twice the length of our British white
clawed crayfish which is one of Britain’s rarest crustaceans (it is an
offence to kill this endangered species).
It was great we had another good turnout of 24 members for the
ranger’s talk on ‘Non Native Invasive Species’. I gather from the
feedback that all enjoyed it and found it most informative. Many
grateful thanks to Craig.

Have you seen terrapins sitting on the boom log across the narrow
end of Black Park Lake? A whole line of them used to sit
(sunbathing?) and they have a devastating consequence for wildlife: frogspawn, dragonfly larvae, fish and ducklings.

I could write pages on all the species Craig spoke about. Who has
not exclaimed at the beauty of the rhododendrons when they break
into bloom or the Himalayan balsam growing in the ditches by our
hedgerows? I see them growing at the spot where Billet Lane
meets Bellswood Lane and always thought them some kind of
pretty ‘orchid’ looking plant. Now I will know precisely what they
are! Would we be without the Sycamore and Turkey Oak trees or
the pretty ‘Little Owl’? Similarly who amongst the ‘Simply Walkers’
has not cooed over the Egyptian geese with their offspring each
year on Langley Park Lake?

The mink found in the UK are American mink. We had mink farms
from the 1920s and the peak for these was in the 50s, they were
first confirmed to be breeding in the wild in 1956. They lay waste
to native wildlife including water voles, moorhens, kingfishers, avocet chicks, ducklings etc.

Much as I am a lover of all wildlife I recognise and accept some can
be a nuisance and destructive. The devastation in recent years to
our beautiful Horse Chestnut trees made brown and withering by
the Horse Chestnut leaf miner, was heart breaking to see. The leaf
miner is an exotic insect pest which lives in Horse Chestnut trees.
First reported in the UK in 2002, its larvae mine within the leaves
and can destroy most of the leaf tissue. It causes severe damage on
an annual basis but trees often grow normally the following spring.
Damage can be reduced by removing fallen leaves, either composting them thoroughly or covering smaller heaps with soil. As
for Japanese Knotweed, don’t we all hope we never ever get it in
our gardens and have the endless task of trying to eradicate it?
The grey squirrel was originally native to North America but now
inhabits many areas throughout the world. Oh yes they look cuddly
scampering across the grass, up and down trees, holding a hazel nut
between paws but pray you never get one in your loft gnawing on
your electrical cables. They can be quite destructive in gardens too:
raiding bird feeders, destroying garden crops and tree bark, not to
mention getting into birds’ nests after the chicks and eggs.
Muntjac, parakeets, rabbits, terrapins all look quite cute, even the
mink can be regarded as an appealing looking creature, yet so many
are regarded as pests. The muntjac is the oldest known deer, also
called the barking deer (guess why!) It’s believed the (then) Duke of
Bedford brought it into our country in the 1900s as a plaything.
Don’t be fooled by their doe eyes, they can cause havoc to plants if
they wander into your garden. Interestingly, they have no breeding
season and can give birth equally as well in the midst of winter as in
the spring or summer.
Canadian geese (sexes alike) are now a familiar and widespread

Throughout the British Isles the ring necked parakeet is becoming
ever more widespread. Once a rare sight their numbers have increased greatly and there are numerous theories as to how they
came to be here. We now have well over 30,000 and though they
can be entertaining and possess beautiful colours they can decimate a fruit tree quite rapidly. Bad news for the UK’s fruit growers,
particularly those growing grape vines for wine. They are now on
the official list of British birds, though the government are considering a cull. I’m sure all life has its purpose and don’t believe in culling anything unless it’s a major problem. After all man is nature’s
worst enemy (as well as his own) but we don’t cull them do we?
Now there’s a thought!
by Merle Fletcher

Since the finish of the Lottery funded restoration of Langley Park several years ago, visitors could be forgiven for thinking that further
developments within the park have ceased. In fact this is only a superficial appearance. Much work is done continually in maintaining
the gardens. Weeding, pruning of the rhododendrons, mowing the grass, and new plantings, are all perpetual duties similar to those
needed in one’s own garden. The park rangers, together with a committed group of volunteers, manage these functions without any
accolade or fuss, giving an impression that not much is happening, but the effort is considerable and needs planning and expenditure.
Recent major works by the Country Parks department have resulted in two new bridges crossing drainage channels, a complete refurbishment of the building near the HA-HA, which is now known as Meadow View, and the construction of a completely new overflow
car park.
As a Friends group it is of course expected that we should support the Country Parks in their maintenance and development of a sustainable Langley Park, with as many of our own ideas and as much of our resources as we can. We have therefore contributed in the
past with new plantings of bluebells, cyclamen, daffodils around the arboretum, and snowdrops near the monument base.
We have now also agreed upon a joint project, funded by the Friends of Langley Park, and using as many of our own volunteers as are
willing to help. The Temple base is at present surfaced with an inappropriate aggregate of large diameter shingle which results in some
material spilling onto the surrounding ornamental lawn. Some of these stones are being thrown at the nearby interpretation board
causing considerable damage, and, as anyone who has tried will know, it’s not the easiest of surfaces to walk on. This joint project will
be the removal of this large aggregate and to replace it with ‘Coxwell self-binding gravel’, a similar material to that used on the main
footpaths around the park, which will provide a much firmer base. It is anticipated that this work will be carried out sometime in November.
Further projects requiring a joint approach are currently being investigated. We hope to ensure, as far as we can, the integrity of the
footpaths within Kingswood to keep them accessible to all pedestrians throughout the winter months, and an early survey to identify
difficulties and solutions is planned. We also hope to achieve the restoration of a new permanent, and adequate, water source for the
pond in the arboretum. This ‘Tadpole’ shaped pond, which brought much criticism to Sir Robert Harvey Bart more than 100 years ago,
has provided interest and relaxation to visitors of all ages for many years; until now. This year, because the pipework bringing water
from Black Park Lake has succumbed to the vagaries of old age, the pond has dried up. A pond with no water is as bad as a pub with
no beer, so we shall be discussing with the Country Parks department various options for the restoration of this valued heritage.
All of these require financing, and as a committee we can, and do, generate income through the sale of our calendar, and by attending
functions in the park promoting our organisation and selling various products. Our main financial support comes from member’s subscriptions and donations, and we know that you understand how important your continued support is to help us accomplish such projects for the benefit of all visitors to the park. For this you have our sincere thanks and appreciation, because without your support we,
quite literally, can do nothing.
John Watson

With a spell of late autumn sunshine and warmth, there are still been a number of butterflies flitting around, many of which will look
for somewhere to overwinter. Sheds, buildings, natural hollows in trees, caves, rock crevices, and other spaces are great places for
them to hibernate through the worst of the British weather, namely Red Admiral, Painted Lady, Peacock, Small Tortoiseshell, Speckled
Wood, Brimstone and Clouded Yellow. Yet even in winter, warm snaps may wake them out of hibernation, but this could be fatal...
become too warm and active and the butterfly risks wasting energy and unable to find another suitable sheltered spot when the
weather goes bad again. Get wet or hibernate somewhere damp and the butterfly risks fatal fungal infections.
The smaller of our butterflies are not always easy to spot but they are still about and are just as pretty and many can be seen around
Langley Park, including the Holly Blue, Common Blue and Small Copper.
This Brown Argus was snapped very recently. I would have missed it had I not
caught sight of it in the background whilst I was on my knees photographing a
flower. The species can easily be mistaken for a female Common Blue although
she has a higher variable amount of blue in her upper wings. It is only the male
Common Blue that is blue.
Brown Argus

Brown Argus

Another butterfly I recently photographed in Langley Park, was the Holly Blue,
finding nectar from the Clethra alnifolia flowers in the arboretum, one of our
more recently planted shrubs, which was attracting a number of
different hoverfly species, a truly beneficial insect, as well as a
number of butterflies.
The Holly Blue is a widespread and common species around the
southern half of the British Isles and is a frequent visitor to gardens. The larvae of this species feed predominantly on the flower
buds, berries and terminal leaves of Holly.

Holly Blue Butterfly

Maureen Stevens

The work has begun again in earnest, following a break through the summer
months. Both sessions through September have been in the Temple Gardens weeding around the rhodendrons. This is an ever constant battle of
course….keeping weeds at bay, but if we could gain a few more to help out
on the week day sessions it would look much better - it makes for an enjoyable afternoon in the park if you want to give it a try. For the week day sessions you do need to give the office a call on 01753 511060 to speak with
Craig Buckley
Our second session in September did come to a rather abrupt end, unfortunately due to a WW2 mortar round being found near to the play area. Ben
Davidson was leading us on the day and was immediately called over to take
a look and took control of the situation.
The area was cordoned off and the families and children in the play area
were politely asked to vacate the area.
This is not a common occurrence but is not first time mortars have been
found, but since Langley Park was used during the war for training by Polish
troops it is not surprising and the Country Parks Team have been trained and
have scanned much of the park before any major digging is carried out.
The volunteers working on the day all did their bit to help and assist and
received the following email from Ben a couple of days later.
“As many of you know Saturdays volunteer session was unfortunately cut
short when Carol Page discovered an unexploded WW2 Mortar round next
to the play area in the temple gardens.
I would like to thank all who were there on the day and involved in the procedures that followed the discovery. You all reacted in a
very professional way and helped a great deal with setting up cordons and clearing the play area safely and effectively. We were
complimented several times by the police, they were impressed with how we had handled the situation and they thanked us for
making their job much easier and leaving them with relatively little to do.
Later on the Bomb disposal unit arrived. They confirmed that the Mortar was live and said we had done everything we could to
ensure everyone’s safety. They then moved the Mortar to the depression out on the main vista and carried out a controlled explosion. We were all home in time for tea and medals.
Thank you again, your help was invaluable to the Country Parks
Team”.
And now we all wait for the next session to see what else Carol can dig
up in Langley Park”

Ben Davidson
Park Ranger, Country Parks & Green Spaces

